
CS270 Midterm ExamDue: Wednesday,Marh 21, 20071. Given an array A of n distint integers, let a(k) denote the k-th-smallestelement. Let � be a positive number less than 1. The �-approximatesorting problem is to rearrange the elements into an array B of length nsuh that, for all k, the position of a(k) in B lies between k(1 � �) andk(1 + �). Give a linear-time algorithm to solve this problem.2. You are given a onneted graph G with n verties, m edges and two dis-tinguished verties s and t. Eah edge is labeled with a positive integert(u; v) representing the time at whih the edge disappears from the graph.The graph is presented as an array of reords, where eah reord is ofthe form (u; v; t(u; v)). These reords are arranged in inreasing order oft(u; v). Let D denote the earliest time at whih, beause of the disappear-ane of edges, the graph no longer ontains a path between s and t. Givean algorithm for omputing D with running time o(m logm). Note: thisis little-o, not big-O. Hint: make use of the union-�nd data struture.3. Loal Alignment This is a variation on the string alignment problem dis-ussed in lass. The sore of an alignment of two sequenes is AM�BS�CI , where A;B and C are positive onstants,M is the number of mathes,S is the number of substitutions, and I is the number of insertions anddeletions. Given symbol strings A and B of lengths m and n, you wishto ompute the highest possible sore of an alignment of a substring of Awith a substring of B, where \substring" means \sequene of onseutiveelements." In other words, the algorithm is free to ignore some pre�x andsome suÆx of eah of the given strings and align what remains. Give analgorithm to solve this problem in time O(mn).4. In the frational vertex over problem you are given a graph G = (V;E)with a positive numerial weight a(v) on eah vertex v. You are re-quired to assign a nonnegative value x(v) to eah vertex so as to mini-mize Pv2V a(v)x(v) subjet to the onstraint that, for eah edge (u; v),x(u) + x(v) � 1.(a) Express this problem as a linear programming problem and desribethe dual problem.(b) The integer vertex over problem is the same as the above problem,exept that, for eah vertex v, u(v) must be 0 or 1. Show that, givenan optimal solution to the frational vertex over problem, one aneÆiently derive a solution to the integer vertex over problem whoseost Pv2V a(v)x(v) is at most twie the ost of an optimal solutionto the integer vertex over problem.1



5. Consider a version of the augmenting-path algorithm for the max-owproblem in whih, at eah iteration, an augmenting path with the largestpossible bottlenek apaity is hosen. Prove that, if the apaities areintegers, then the number of iterations is bounded above by a polynomialfuntion of n, the number of verties, m, the number of edges, and logD,where D is the largest edge apaity. Hint: By onsidering s � t uts,estimate the ratio by whih the gap between the urrent ow value andthe maximum ow value is redued at eah iteration.6. You are designing a laboratory. There are m experiments X1; X2; � � � ; Xmthat you would like the laboratory to perform, and nmahines Y1; X2; � � �Ynthat you an purhase. For eah experiment Xi there is a set Si �fY1; X2; � � �Yng suh that experiment Xi an be performed if and only ifyou purhase all the mahines in Si. Mahine Yj osts aj , and the abilityto perform experiment Xi has value bi. You must deide whih mahinesto purhase, so as to maximize the sum of the values of the experimentsthat an be performed, minus the sum of the osts of the mahines thatare purhased. Show that this problem an be solved by omputing aminimum-apaity s� t ut in a suitably de�ned ow network. Hint: theminimum s� t ut will ontain an edge orresponding to eah experimentthat annot be performed, and an edge orresponding to eah mahinethat is purhased.
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